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1. INTRODUCTION 
The existence and asymptotic behaviour of radial solutions of the 
quasilinear differential equation 
~~~~~l~~l~~~l=~~f(l~l~ u), XER~, N>2 (1.1) 
will be examined under suitable conditions on the functions f: 8, x R -+ R 
and g: R, -+R+, where R, =(O, 00); R, = [0, co), and 2 is a real 
parameter. The capillarity equation and the equation of prescribed mean 
curvature are important special cases of (1.1) for which g(p) = (1 + P’)-“~ 
and fir, U) is suitably specialized [ 1, 2, 3, 4, 10, 11, 12, 131. 
An entire solution of (1.1) is defined to be a function u E C*(R”) satisfy- 
ing (1.1) at every point XE RN. Our primary objective is to obtain sufficient 
conditions on f and g for (1.1) to have positive radial entire solutions of 
the following three types: 
(I) For N B 3, solutions bounded above and below by positive 
constants; 
(II) For N> 3, solutions which decay to zero as 1x1 -+ co; and 
(III) For N= 2, solutions with logarithmic growth as 1x1 + a3. 
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The existence of solutions of type (I) has been proved by Kawano [7] 
recently in the case g(p) = (1 +p*))“*, f(r, U) = )$(r)uy, y > 1, d(r)),O, 
j; r@(r) dr < co. Many interesting existence and nonexistence theorems for 
type II solutions, i.e., “ground states,” have been obtained by Atkinson, 
Peletier, and Serrin [ 11, Franchi, Lanconelli, and Serrin [S, 61, Ni and 
Serrin [lo, 11, 121, and Peletier and Serrin [13] for “autonomous 
equations” 
v~cs(lw)v~l =f(u). (1.2) 
It is well known, even if g(p) = 1, that the existence of positive entire 
solutions of (1.2) depends on suitable changes of sign of f(u) and/or 
appropriate growth conditions on f(u) as u + O+ and u -+ co. Our results 
for (1.1) will be obtained essentially without any of these conditions, but in 
compensation f(r, U) will be required to satisfy a strong decay law as 
r -+ co, e.g., (fs), (7.14), (7.15), or (7.16) below. Such conditions are sharp, 
as is known in the case g(p) E 1, and will be demonstrated in Section 6 for 
type III solutions of (1.1). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
The following hypotheses on g will be retained throughout the sequel: 
(g) For fixed p* in 0 <p* < co, ge C[O, p*) n C’(0, p*), g(p) >O in 
CO, P*), and kp(p))‘>O in (0, P*). 
It follows that the function II/ defined by II/(p) = pg(lpl) is an odd 
function of class C’( -p*, p*) satisfying $‘(p) > 0 in (-p*, p*). Then the 
inverse function 4 of $ has domain (-q*, q*) for some q* E (0, co]. 
Clearly 4 is an odd C’ function in (-q*, q*) and 4(q) >O in (0, q*). We 
shall adhere to the following additional notation: 
d(4) u(r)= inf -, 4(q) b(r)= sup -, O<r<q*. (2.1) 
o<y<r q o<y<r 4 . 
For arbitrary qOe (0, q*) this implies that 
4qoh G 4(q) G Wqo)q for OGq<q,. P-2) 
EXAMPLE 2.1. If g(p) = (1 + p”)” for constants m > 2 and n E R, the 
differential operator in (1.1) is 
v~[(1+~vul”)“vu]= ; a&Vu) &,, 
i,j= 1 ’ J 
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where 
ay(z)= (1 + IZ(m)n 
i 
6,+ 
mn IzJ~-~ zizj 1 l+lzl” ’ 
z = (Zl) . ..) z,), and 6, denotes the Kronecker symbol. Since I+@) = 
(1 + IpJ”)“p, it is easily see that 
mn+l>O implies p* = co, q* = co; 
mn+l=O implies p* = co, q* = I; 
mn+l<O implies p* = ( 1 + mnl - ‘lm, 
q* = Imn(” 11 + mnl pn-‘Lm. 
If m = 2 and n = -& (2.3) is the mean curvature operator. If m = 2 and 
-$< y1< 0, (2.3) is called the generalized mean curvature operator. In 
these cases (2.3) is an elliptic operator; indeed, the symmetric matrix 
(+(z)) has only the two distinct eigenvalues 
(1 + IZlT and (l+ IzI~)~~’ [l +(l +mn) (zlm], 
showing that (2.3) is elliptic if and only if 1 + mn > 0. Our assumption (g) 
allows the case 1 + mn < 0, and so is weaker than an ellipticity hypothesis. 
It is well known and easily verified that u = y( 1x1) is a radial solution of 
(1.1) if and only if y~C’(fi+), y’(O)=O, and y(t) satisfies the singular 
differential equation. 
Ct”-‘g(lv’l)y’l’=nt”~‘f(t, Yh t > 0, (2.4) 
where a prime denotes differentiation with respect o t = 1x1. It follows from 
two integrations of (2.4) that u = y( 1x1) is a radial entire solution of (1.1) 
with “initial value” y(O) = a if and only if y(t) solves the integral equation 
Likewise u = y( 1x1) is a solution of (1.1) with “terminal value” y( co) = w if 
and only if y(t) is a solution of 
y(l)=w-j- ([IS1-N~~yN-‘f(r,~(~))d~]ds, t>O. (2.6) 
f 
Of course the function q(t) = It’ -N J:, s N- ‘f(s, v(s)) ds in (2.5) and (2.6) 
must be in dom 4 = (-q*, q*), and in (2.6) #[q(t)] must be integrable in 
,o, a). 
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Our procedure for obtaining positive radial entire solutions of (1.1) is 
based on the solution of (2.5) and (2.6) via the Schauder-Tychonov fixed 
point theorem. 
3. ESTIMATES FOR INTEGRAL OPERATORS 
Let L: denote the set of all real-valued measurable functions h in (0, co) 
such that 
I 
cc 
tA [h(t)\ dt < co. 
0 
Integral operators J,: C(R+)-+ C’(R+) and K,: C(R+)nL: + C’(R+) 
are defined respectively as 
(J,h)(t) = 1; s1 -N J’: rN- ‘h(r) dr ds, (3.1) 
(K,i~)(t)=~~~ sImN 1: rNplh(r) dr ds, (3.2) 
for t>O. Upon interchanging the order of integration we obtain the alter- 
native forms 
N>3, t>O (JNh)(t) = j& 1: [1(5)“p2]rh(r)dr, 
*2rh(r)dr+/m 1, rh(rj dr Na3, t>O 
, 
(J,h)(t) = s,’ r log 5 h(r) dr, t go. 
The operators J, and -K, play the roles of types of “inverses” of A. The 
two lemmas below will be crucial in our analysis of the asymptotic 
behaviour of radial entire solutions of (1.1) (i.e., (2.5) or (2.6)). It is 
convenient to use the abbreviations 
r(t)=max{l, t}, Z(t)=max(l,logt}, 
p(t) = min{ 1, t2-N}, N>3, (3.3) 
o+(t)=max{t, F’}, o-(t)=min{t, tNP1}, N>3, 
for all t > 0 with the understanding that Z(0) = 1, p(O) = 1. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Zfh~C(fi+) a&h(t)20 in R,, then J,,,hEC*(ii+) and 
(3.4) 
If in addition h E L: then 
(3.6) 
lim (J,h)(t) =A Irn sh(s) ds, Na 3. 
r4m 0 
(3.7) 
The proof for N = 2 is given in [8, Lemma 41 and for N > 3 in [9, 
Lemma 21 
LEMMA 3.2. Zf h is a nonnegative function with h E C(a + ) n L:, then 
K,h E C*(R+) and 
Z,(h) p(t) G (&h)(t) G’I,(h)> t 2 0, N 2 3, (3.8) 
Z,(h)=& lrn a-(t) h(t) dt, I,(h)=j& I’= th( t) dt. 
0 0 
Zf the condition h E L: is strengthened to h E LL _ 1, then 
Z,(h) p(t) G Kvh)(t) G Z,(h) p(t), t>O, N>3, (3.9) 
where 
I,(h)=& j- a+(t) h(t) dt. 
0 
The proof appears in [9, Lemma 61. (The upper bound in (3.8) is 
obvious.) 
4. THE EQUATION V.[g(lVul)Vu]=Af(lxl) 
In order to gain insight into the possible asymptotic behaviour of 
solutions of (1.1) we first examine the special case 
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where f E C(R +). Then (2.5) and (2.6) are explicit formulas for computa- 
tion of solutions u = y( 1x1) under appropriate assumptions on f and g. In 
particular, if dom 4 = R, i.e., if q* = + co, the formula (2.5) yields a radial 
entire solution u = y( 1x1) of (4.1) for all CI E R, A E R. Obviously further con- 
ditions on f, i.e., decay conditions at co, are required in order to pinpoint 
the asymptotic behaviour of the solution. We remark that (4.1) has the 
characteristic property, not shared by (1.1 ), that U(X) + C is an entire 
solution for every constant C if U(X) is an entire solution. In particular, 
the existence of a radial entire solution decaying to zero at og implies the 
existence of a radial entire solution which is asymptotic to any constant w 
whatsoever as 1x1 + co. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose N 2 3, (g) holds, f E C(ir + ) n L: and 2 satisfies 
121 J;x If(t)1 dt < q*. 
Then 
(i) Equation (4.1) has an infinitude of radial entire solutions which 
are bounded above and below by positive constants. 
(ii) For every w E R, (4.1) has a radial entire solution asymptotic to 
w as 1x1 +oo. If o=O, A>O, and 0 f f(t)<0 in R,, such a solution is 
a positive radial entire solution in RN decaying to zero as 1x1 * co. 
(iii) Zf in addition f EL;_,, I>O, and 0 f f(t)<0 in R,, then 
(4.1) has a positive radial entire solution u(x) which is bounded above and 
below by positive constant multiples of (xl 2-N in any exterior domain. 
Proof: Choose q0 in (2.2) to be q,, = (11 s; If (t)l dt. Then 
rN-‘f(r)dr Qq,<q* 
for all s 2 0, and hence we conclude from (2.2) and (3.5) that 
“-‘f(r) dr d ] s( < b(q,) (AI ii sl--N ji t--l If(r)1 dr ds 
<bo 
s 
O” s If(s)1 d 
N-2 o 
S. 
Conclusion (i) follows since c1 in (2.5) can be selected arbitrarily large and 
positive. Conclusion (ii) is obtained in almost identical fashion from (2.6). 
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Under the stronger hypothesis f~ L,!,_, in (iii), for o =0 and f(r, y) 
replaced by f(r), the function y defined by (2.6) satisfies 
a( b(q,V N-2 Z,(IfI) p(t) <y(t) <--gyy Z3(lf) p(t) 
for all t 3 0 on account of (2.2) and (3.9), proving (iii). 
In the case dom 4 = R, i.e., q* = +co, condition (4.2) is vacuous. Accor- 
dingly, conclusion (i) holds for all 2 E R and (iii) together with the second 
statement of (ii) hold for all A > 0. 
Note the solution in part (iii) has a removable singularity at 00, i.e., 
inversion in the unit sphere (Kelvin’s transformation) maps u(x) into a 
function with a removable singularity at the origin. 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose N=2, (g) holds, f~C(a+)n L:, 0 f f(t)20 
in R,, and A> 0 satisfies (4.2). Then Eq. (4.1) has positive radial entire 
solutions in R2 with logarithmic growth as 1x1 + 00. 
For N= 2 and c( > 0 in (2.5), the proof via (2.2) and (3.4) is very similar 
to that of Theorem 4.1(i). 
If, instead, A < 0 in (4.1), then the conclusion of Theorem 4.2 would be 
that (4.1) has an eventually negative radial entire solution in R2 with 
logarithmic growth. If dom 4 = R, the conclusion of Theorem 4.2 holds for 
all II > 0. 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Corresponding to the differential operator in Example 
2.1, consider the equation 
v~[(1+~vu~“)“vu]=~~(~x~), xeRN, (4.3) 
where N>2, m>2, nER, feC(R+). If mn+l>O, then dom4=R and 
the theorems of this section imply the following conclusions: 
(i) For NB 3, 2 E R, and f E Li, (4.3) has infinitely many radial 
entire solutions bounded above and below by positive constants. 
(ii) For Na3, i>O, j”eL:, and 0 ff(t)<O in R,, (4.3) has a 
positive radial entire solution decaying to zero as 1x1 -+ co. If in addition 
f E Lh-, , then this solution has a removable singularity at co. 
(iii) For N=2, A>O, fEL:, and 0 $f(t)>O in R,, (4.3) has 
infinitely many positive radial entire solutions with logarithmic growth 
at co. 
However, if m + 1 < 0, conclusion (i) holds only for IA1 sufficiently small, 
while (ii) and (iii) hold for 1 in some interval (0, 2,). 
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5. BOUNDED POSITIVE ENTIRE SOLUTIONS OF (1.1) 
The conclusions of Section 4 suggest hat radial entire solutions of ( 1.1) 
can be obtained, for suitable A, by solving the integral Eq. (2.5). In addition 
to condition (g) (see Section 2), hypotheses on f in (1.1) will be selected 
from the following list: 
(fr ) f: ii + x R + R is continuous and 1 f(t, y)l is nondecreasing in 
YER+. 
(fJ f: ii+ x R + R is continuous, 1 f(t, y)( is nonincreasing in 
Y~R+, and lim ,~,fkY)=O. 
(f,) For every t > 0, y - ’ 1 f (t, y)l is nondecreasing in y E R + , and 
iim y-o+ Y-*fo,Y)=Q 
(fJ For every t 3 0, y-r If (t, y )I is nonincreasing in y E R + , and 
lim y-m Y-‘f(c y)=O. 
(f,) 17 t (f(t, c)l dz < W for some positive constant c. 
THEOREM 5.1. Zf N> 3 and (g), (fl), (f,) hold, there exists A, > 0 such 
that Eq. (1.1) has an infinitude of radial entire solutions which are bounded 
above and below by positive constants for all 111 d I,. 
The theorems below contain sufficient conditions for the conclusion of 
Theorem 5.1 to hold for all real A. 
THEOREM 5.2. rfN> 3 and either {(g), (fl), (f,), &,)} or {(g), (M, (f,)} 
holds, then (1.1) has infinitely many radial entire solutions which are bounded 
above and below by positive constants for all 1 E R. 
THEOREM 5.3. ZfN2 3, {(g), (fr), (f4), (f,)} hold, dom i=R, and b(q) 
is bounded in R + , (1.1) has infinitely many radial entire solutions which are 
bounded above and below by positive constants for all 1 E R. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. For fixed qOE (0, q*), condition (fS) implies that 
A,>0 can be selected small enough that both 
and 
4&q,) m 
s N-2 o t If(t, c)l dt Gf, 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
where b(e) and c are as in (2.1) and (f,), respectively. Let W(R + ) be the 
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Frtchet space of continuous functions in w+ with the topology of uniform 
convergence on compact intervals. Let Y be the closed convex subset of 
%?(I? + ) defined by 
Y= y~%?(iZ+): iQy(r)<c for all 120 (5.3) 
Consider the mapping 9: Y -+ W(R + ) defined by 
for 111 6 &. In order to show that 9 has a fixed point in Y, we need to 
verify that 9 maps Y continuously into a relatively compact subset of Y. 
For KEY and Ii1 6 &, define 
q(s)=hpN Ji rNp’f(r, y(r)) dr. (5.5) 
Then /q(s)1 G 111 f; If(r, c)l dr<q, for all ~20 by (f,), (5.1), and (5.3), so 
that q(s) E dom 4 for all s > 0. Use of (2.2) (3.5), and (5.2) gives 
dCds)l dsi d 14 Hq,) fi PN j: rN-’ If(r, .dr))l drds 
< I4 Hqo) 
s 
I 
‘N-2 0 
s Ifb, c)l ds <f, t > 0, 
from which c/4 d (Fy)(t) < c for all t 2 0, i.e., 9y E Y. 
If { y,} is a sequence in Y converging to y E Y in the V(R+)-topology, 
it is easily checked from (2.2), (5.4), (f,), and (fS) via the dominated 
convergence theorem that (gy,)(t) --, (Py)(t) as n + cc uniformly on 
every compact subinterval of R + , establishing the continuity of 8. 
The family of functions SY is equicontinuous in ii + since for all y E Y, 
I’ (t)l = 4 lPN fi rN-‘f(r, y(r)) dr]l 
I [ 
Q I4 Nqo) srn If(r, c)l dr, t 2 0, 
0 
establishing the equicontinuity by the mean value theorem. Since 9Y is 
uniformly bounded, 99 has compact closure by the Ascoli-Arzela 
theorem. Therefore there exists YE Y such that y = S=y by the Schauder- 
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Tychonov fixed point theorem, i.e., y(t) solves the integral equation (2.5) 
for c1= c/2. It follows that u = ~(1x1) is a radial entire solution of (1.1) 
bounded above and below as in (5.3) for all 111 <A,,. Since any EE (0, c) 
will do in (f,) on account of (fl ), it is clear that (1.1) has an infinitude of 
such radial entire solutions (even with nonintersecting raphs). 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. Under assumptions (fl) and (f3), the dominated 
convergence theorem implies because of (f5) that both 
kliy+ joa If(c k)l d=O and t If(t,k)( dt=O. 
For fixed qoE (0, q*) and arbitrary 1~ R, it follows that a constant k> 0 
exists such that both 
111 jom If(c k)l dt<qo 
I4 NC?,) Cc and s N-2 o rlfiLk)ldt~$. (5.6) 
Since these inequalities are of the type (5.1) and (5.2), we can complete the 
proof exactly as in Theorem 5.1 by replacing c by k in (5.3) and (5.4). 
Likewise assumption (f,) leads to 
lim I 4 If(t, k)l dt=O, k+cc 0 
>rnW L jam t If(t, k)l dz=O, 
implying the existence of a sufficiently large positive constant k that both 
I4 jm If(t, k/4)1 dt<q,, 
I4 Wqo) m 
0 s N-2 0 
f If(t, k/4)1 dtc;. 
Again the proof is completed as in that of Theorem 5.1. 
Proof of Theorem 5.3. Assumptions (fr), (f4), and (fS) imply by the 
dominated convergence theorem that 
tirnm $ j: If(t,k)l dt=O, lim 1 jm k-m k o tIf(t,k)ldt=O. 
Therefore there is a constant c such that 
I4 j= If(t,c)l dt<:c, I4 b(c) m - (5.7) 
0 s N-2 o 
t If(t, c)l d$ 
since b(c) is bounded in -co CC < co. Let Y and 9 be as in (5.3) and 
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(5.4) with the choice of c in (5.7). Then Iq(s)l Q c, where q(s) is defined by 
(5.5). In view of (2.2), (3.5), and (5.7), 
for t >O, showing that B maps Y into itself. The proof can then be 
completed as in Theorem 5.1. 
6. POSITIVE ENTIRE SOLUTIONS IN R2 WITH LOGARITHMIC GROWTH 
In general Eq. (1.1) has no bounded positive entire solutions in R2 if f 
is one-signed; this is well-known and easily verified in the case g(p) = 1. If 
0 f f<O and info,,,,, u(q) > 0, no positive radial entire solution u(x) = 
~(1x1) of (1.1) exists in R2, regardless of its asymptotic behaviour at co. 
Indeed, if such a solution exists, then @[y’(t)] would be nonincreasing 
in [0, co) by (2.4) and hence $[J(cr)] ~0 for some a>O. Since 
tt,b [v’( t)] < -k for t > X, where k = -c@ [ y’(a)] > 0, (2.2) yields 
y’(t) $ -#W’) < -klO<‘,“<fu* a(q)] t-’ 
for t > a. Integration of this over (c(, r) implies the contradiction y(r) < 0 
for sufficiently ‘large r. 
The theorems below establish, if 0 f f > 0 in R + x R + , the existence of 
positive radial entire solutions U(X) of (1.1) in R2 satisfying 
Cl log 1x1 < u(x) d c2 log I4 I.4 2 R (6.1) 
for some positive constants c,, cz, and R. Hypothesis (f,) will be replaced 
by 
(fs) jy tf(t, clog t) dt -C co for some constant c > 0. 
THEOREM 6.1. Suppose N=2, 0 f f(t,y)>O in fi, xR+, and (g), 
(f,), (f6) are satisfied. Then there exists a constant A, > 0 such that (1.1) has 
a positive radial entire solution u(x) satisfying (6.1) for 0 < ,I ,< &. 
The smallness requirement on 1 is removed under the hypotheses of the 
following theorems. 
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THEOREM 6.2. IfN=2, 0 f f(t, y)>O in R, xR+, and (g), (fi), (f,), 
(f6) hold, then (1.1) has infinitely many positive radial entire solutions u(x) 
satisfying (6.1) for all 1> 0. 
THEOREM 6.3. ZfN=2, 0 f f(t, y)>O in fi, xR+, (g), (fi), (f4), (f6) 
hold, dom ~+3 = R, and b(q) is bounded in R + , then the conclusion of Theorem 
6.2 is still valid. 
Proofs. For fixed q0 E (0, q*), (f6) shows A0 > 0 exists such that 
10 jom f(t, c4t)) dt< qo (6.2) 
and 
lob(qo) jm T(t) At, cl(t)) dt < ;,
0 
(6.3) 
where z(t) and l(t) are defined by (3.3). In analogy with (5.3) and (5.4) we 
define 
?Y= yE%(R+):~<y(t)<cl(t) for all t>O , (6.4) 
and 
(Sy)(t)=i+I” ~[As-’ j’rf(r, y(r))dr]ds, t>O, (6.5) 
0 0 
0 < J. d lo. For y E ?Y, we use the notation 
q(s) = As-’ 1: rf(r, y(r)) dr. (6.6) 
Then q(s)<qo by (fi), (6.2), and (6.4) and hence (2.2), (3.4), and (6.3) 
imply that 
0 < ji d[q(s)l ds < i2b(qo) {i s-l ji rf(r, cl(r)) dr ds 
< Mqo) I(t) j- T(S) f(s, cl(s)) ds Q; Z(t), t 2 0. 
0 
It follows from (6.5) that 
;wY)(t)$+; I(t)bcl(t), 120, 
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i.e., 9 maps ?!Y into itself. Continuing as in the proof of Theorem 5.1 we 
conclude that 9 has a fixed point y E ?Y which solves the integral equation 
(2.5) for N = 2, CI = c/2, 0 < 1~ AO. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 6.1, we need only establish the lower 
estimate in (6.1). Since c$[q(s)] aa q(s) for all $20 by (2.2) and (6.6), 
we can use (6.5) to obtain 
y(t) = (~~)(t) = f+ J; dcq(s)l ds 
a;+ a(qo) J; q(s) 4 t > 0. 
By (3.6) this implies that 
(6.7) 
proving the lower estimate in (6.1) and completing the proof of 
Theorem 6.1. 
Under assumptions (fr) and (f3) of Theorem 6.2, the dominated 
convergence theorem implies because of (fJ that 
lim J mf(t,kl(t))dt=O, k-to+ 0 
and 
lim 1 Jm 
/cAo+ k 0 
z(t)f(t,kl(t))dt=O. 
For fixed q. E (0, q*) and A > 0 it follows that a constant k > 0 exists such 
that both 
and 
wq,) Jm t(t)j-(t, Wt)) dt <;. 
0 
The proof of Theorem 6.2 is then completed exactly as that of Theorem 6.1 
with c replaced by k in (6.4) and (6.5). 
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The proof of Theorem 6.3 is a slight variation of the procedure used for 
Theorems 5.3 and 6.2, and will be deleted. 
An analogue of Theorem 5.2 (second alternative hypotheses (g), (f,), 
(f5)) will now be established in R2 for the equation 
v. [g(lVul)Vu] =IF(lxl)uP, XER~, (6.8) 
where 0 < y < 1, FE (R + ), 0 f F(t) > 0, F satisfies the decay condition 
5 
cc 
tF(t)(log t)-’ dt < co, (6.9) 
e 
dom 4 = R, and 
lim qpYa(kqY) = 0, lim qleYa(kqY)= +oo, lim qy- ‘b(kqy) = 0 
4-a q-a 4-m 
(6.10) 
for every constant k > 0. 
THEOREM 6.4. Zf (g) and the above conditions on F, a, and b hold, 
Eq. (6.8) has infinitely many positive radial entire solutions u(x) in R2 
satisfying (6.1), for all A> 0. 
Proof: For fixed 2 > 0 we intend to apply (6.10) to the positive constant 
k defined bY 
k=,I 
s 
Oc F(s)[l(s)] py ds. 
0 
(6.11) 
By (6.9) and (6.10) we can choose a constant c1> 1 such that the following 
three inequalities hold : 
A+Ya(kuY) J; sF(s)[l(s)] --y ds 2 1 (6.12) 
I 
m Aay- ‘b(kcC’) z(s) F(s)[l(s)] --y ds <;; (6.13) 
0 
p /Ia -a(kaY) 
i 
sF(s)[l(s)] --y ds f 1. (6.14) 
0 
Appropriate analogues of (6.4), (6.5) are, respectively, 
~={yE~(W+):C1~‘l(t)<y(t)<crl(t)for taO}, (6.15) 
(FYI(~) = a + j-i qXq(s)l ds, t>o, (6.16) 
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where 
q(s) = As-’ s‘ rF(r)[y(r)] py dr. 
0 
If y E 9Y, then q(s) < kaY for all s 3 0 by (6.11) and (6.15), and hence (2.2), 
(3.4), and (6.13) imply that 
< ,?aYb(kaY) r(t) jrn t(s) F(s)[l(s)l-’ ds<t I(t), 
0 
from which (Fy)(t) Q al(t) for r 3 0. 
In order to show that (Fy)(t)aa-‘l(t), we define 
G(t)= j; SC’ j; rF(r)[l(r)] --y dr ds, t 20. 
Since 
G’(t) = t-’ ji rF(r)[l(r)leY dr, [tG’(t)]‘= tF(t)[l(t)]-730 
for t > 0, we obtain 
tG’(t) 2 eG’(e) = \l rF(r)[l(r)]-Y dr, t 2 e, 
G(t) 2 G(e) + (log t - 1) Je rF(r)[l(r)]-7 dr, t 2 e. (6.17) 
0 
s 
’ d[q(s)] ds 2 laMYa(kaY) G(t), t > 0, 
0 
and hence (6.16) and (6.17) show that 
(Fy)(t) 3 a + AamYa(kaY) l(t) se rF(r)[Z(r)] --I dr 
0 
- ;IamYa(kaY) ji rF(r)[l(r)]-’ dr 
505/83/2-I3 
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for t 3 e. In view of (6.12) and (6.14) this gives 
(Fy)(t)2’%-1 +cc-‘l(t)>a-‘f(t) for t > e. 
Clearly (Fy)(t)> a> cr-‘Z(t) for O< t Ge. Therefore PY c Y and the 
proof can be completed as in Theorem 5.1. 
We now indicate the sharpness of condition (f6) in Theorems 6.1-6.3 (or 
condition (6.9) in Theorem 6.4). 
THEOREM 6.5. Suppose that N = 2,0 f f( t, y) > 0 in R + x R + , (g) and 
either (fi) or (f2) hold, dom 4 = R, and a, = inf,,, a(q) > 0. Then (f6) is a 
necessary condition for Eq. (1.1) to have a positive radial entire solution u(x) 
in R* which satisfies (6.1). 
Proof: From (2.4), y( 1x1) = U(X) satisfies the inequality 
CNy’(t))l’2 404 c log 1) > 0, t> R, (6.18) 
where c = c, in the case that f( t, y) is nondecreasing in y, and c = c2 if 
f(t, y) is nonincreasing in y. Since t$( y’(t)) is nondecreasing for t 2 R, 
there exists t, > R such that t$( y’(t)) > 0 for all t > to, for otherwise 
y’(t)<0 for all t>R and lim,+, y(t) would exist. It follows that 
y’(s)3Q1Ctll/(y’(r))s-‘l >a,t$(y’(t)W’>O 
for s > t 2 to, and therefore 
a0@(y’(t)) G 
Y(S) - Y(t) < 2y(s) 
logs-log A&-s 
ifs > t*. Then tll/( y’(t)) is bounded in [0, co) by (6.1). Integration of (6.18) 
over [to, t] yields 
MY’(~)) - ~ovQ(y’(hd) > 2 j-1 sf(s, c logs) ds, 
easily implying (f6). 
7. POSITIVE DECAYING ENTIRE SOLUTIONS 
Positive solutions in RN, N> 3, of the equation 
V.[g(lVul)Vu] +1F(lx()uY=O, XER~, (7.1) 
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will be obtained which decay to zero as 1x1 + co, where I>O, IyI < 1, 
FE C(fi+), 0 $ F(t) > 0, and F satisfies one of the decay conditions 
s 
cc 
tF(t)dt< 00 (7.2) 
0 
or 
s 
cc tN-- I-?+-2)F(;(f) dt < m. 
0 
(7.3) 
THEOREM 7.1. Suppose N33, O<y< 1, FEC(R+), 0 f F(t)>O, and 
(g), (7.2) hold. Then there exists 1, > 0 such that Eq. (7.1) has a decaying 
positive radial entire solution for every A in (0, A,]. 
THEOREM 7.2. Suppose N>3, IyJ ~1, FEC(R+), 0 f F(t)>., and 
(g), (7.3) hold. Then there exists 1, > 0 such that Eq. (7.1) has a positive 
radial entire solution for every 1 E (0, A,) satisfying 
Cl IX12-N bu(x)dc, JX(*-N, I-4 2 1 (7.4) 
for some positive constants c, and c2 
The smallness requirement on 1 can be removed provided u(r) and b(r) 
in (2.1) satisfy the conditions 
lim q1 - b(kql~l) = +CD > lim qlYi ~ lb(/+) = 0 (7.5) 4-m 4-m 
for every constant k > 0. 
THEOREM 7.3. If dom I$ = R and (7.5) holds in addition to the hypotheses 
of Theorem 7.2, then Eq. (7.1) has a positive radial entire solution satisfying 
the decay law (7.4) for every iz > 0. 
Proof of Theorem 7.1. For fixed qoE (0, q*), define 
1 
l/(1 -Y) 
F(s) c-(s) p’(s) ds 
c2=[zj: sF(s)ds]l”‘-y’ 
(7.6) 
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in the notation (3.3). Because of (7.2), cr and ca are finite positive 
constants. Choose A, > 0 small enough that 
I 
* 
A& F(s)ds640. (7.7) 
0 
For 0 < I < A,, let Y and 9 be the following analogues of (5.3) and (5.4), 
respectively: 
where 
Y= {~E~(fi+):c,~(t)~y(t)6~~ for all t>O} 
(g’y)(t) = jm 9Cqb)l ds, t20, I 
(7.8) 
(7.9) 
q(S)=As’-N j; r “-‘F(r)[~(r)]~ dr. 
If KEY, then q(s)<qo by (7.7), and hence (2.2), (3.8), and (7.6) imply 
that 
(yJ’)(t)<b(q,) jm q(s)ds<Ab(q,)c; ja s’-“+ j’ +‘F(r)drds 
f , 0 
6 c:wqo) m = t 
N-2 
5 SF(S) ds c2, 3 0. 
0 
Similar considerations yield (SJJ)( t) 3 c, p(t), and so P:y E Y. The proof is 
then completed as in Theorem 5.1. 
Proof of Theorem 7.2. If 0 < y < 1, let c, be as in (7.6) and define 
1 
l/(1-Y) 
F(s)a+(s)pY(s)ds . 
Choose A, > 0 satisfying 
Iz,cy, m s F(s) p’(s) ds d qo. (7.10) 0 
The map S defined by (7.9) is now considered on the set of functions 
Y= {v~~(R,):c,p(t)6y(t),<c,p(t) for all 120). (7.11) 
The verification that 9 is a continuous map from Y into a relatively 
compact subset of Y is similar to the earlier proofs, but now (3.9) of 
Lemma 3.2 is used instead of (3.8). 
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If -1 <y<O, we replace c, and cg in (7.11) by 
c, = [%y+ ‘a(q,) b’(q,) I_ P+pl -Y2’, 
c3 = [P’f’a’(q,) b(q,) Zjl_Z+]1’(‘~~2’, 
respectively, where 
1 Ir 
I, =- s N-2 o F(s) 0 k(s) P’(S) ds. 
(7.12) 
If y E $Y then, since y < 0, (2.2) and (3.9) imply that 
(Fy)(t) 6 Ib(q,,)cy j,I s’ ~ N ji rN- ‘F(r) p’(r) dr ds 
= Wq,k;Z+ p(t) 
=Ib(q,)[IY+‘a(q,) bY(q,,)Z~z~]“(‘-“2’z+p(t) 
= [~Y+‘aY(qo) b(qo)Z:‘Z+]“(‘-~Z)P(~) 
= C3P(fL t 2 0. 
Similarly (Ply)(t) 3 c,p(t) from the lower estimate in (3.9). This shows that 
5~ ~g. The proof is completed as in Theorem 5.1 with (2.6) (for w = 0) 
replacing (2.5). 
Proof of Theorem 7.3. The proof will be sketched in the case 0 6 y < 1. 
For arbitrary A> 0, define k = i 1: F(S) p’(s) ds and let I+ be as in (7.12). 
By (7.5) there exists a constant u > 1 such that 
la(ka’) ap”Z- >a-’ and lb(ka7) a’Z+ < a. 
Let 5 be the mapping (7.9) and define $Y by 
CV= (YE~(R+):a-‘p(t)dy(t)6a~(t) for all 120). 
If y E C?V we can verify that (Fy)(t) < ap(t) and (Py)(t) > a ~ ‘p(t) for all 
t > 0, i.e., F% c ?Y/, and complete the proof as in earlier cases. 
EXAMPLE 7.4. The theorems of Sections 5-7 can be applied to the 
equation 
v. [(l + ~Vu~“)“Vu] =/IF(IxJ)u’ (7.13) 
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for constants m > 2, n, y and I, where F is a nontrivial continuous function 
in R, satisfying one of the decay conditions 
s 
c* 
t IF(t)1 dt < 00, N>,3; (7.14) 
0 
O” tN-‘-y(N-2) IF(t)1 dt< ~0, N>33; 
or 
s 
m 
tF(t)(log t)’ dt < co, N= 2. (7.16) 
1 
(I) If (7.14) holds, Theorem 5.1-5.3 imply that Eq. (7.13) has a 
radial entire solution in RN (N B 3) which is bounded above and below by 
positive constants in the following cases: 
(i) y = 1 and lI( sufficiently small. 
(ii) y > 1 or y < 0, arbitrary A E R. 
(iii) O<y< 1, n>O, AER. 
(iv) 0 < y < 1, n < 0, and 111 sufficiently small. 
(II) IfO<y<l, 0 f F(t)<OinR+, and (7.14) holds, Theorem 7.1 
shows that Eq. (7.13) has a decaying positive radial entire solution in RN 
(N> 3) for all suhiciently small A > 0. 
(III) If 171 < 1, 0 f F(t) 60 in R,, and (7.15) holds, Theorems 7.2 
and 7.3 imply that (7.13) has a positive radial entire solution U(X) in RN 
(N > 3) satisfying (7.4) in the following cases: 
(i) J. > 0 is sufficiently small. 
(ii) n > 0, (y( < (mn + 1)/(2mn + l), A > 0. 
(IV) If 0 f F(t)>0 in R, and (7.16) holds, Theorems 6.1-6.4 
imply that (7.13) has positive radial entire solutions in R2 with logarithmic 
growth at cc in the following cases: 
(i) y = 1 and A > 0 suhkiently small. 
(ii) 0 < y < 1, n < 0, and A> 0 sufficiently small. 
(iii) y > 1 or 0 < y < 1 and n 2 0, for all J. > 0. 
(iv) -((mn+1)/(2mn+ l))<y<O, n>O, A>O. 
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